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Abstract

This report describes a study into a method that makes it possible, within the analog design
automation tool MIDAS, to design on transient behaviour of circuits. The method is applied to
a CMOS inverter and a latch, which is a part of a CMOS clocked comparator.

MIDAS is an open, knowledge-based and technologY-independent analog design tool. It can be
used by system designers for automatic circuit synthesis and layout generation, once dedicated
design knowledge has been captured within the MIDAS system. At the Analog MOS Design
group in the IC-laboratory of Philips Consumer Electronics, where the thesis work was done,
MIDAS is used for analog CMOS silicon technology.

A literature search is done and with this information a method is chosen which can handle
transient behaviour. To achieve this a dedicated simulator is constructed. This is done by solv
ing a system of differential eqnations with a numerical algorithm, which is based on Backward
Difference Formulae.

A dedicated simulator is constructed for an inverter to get more insight. Knowledge of the
inverter is also impkmented in MIDAS so it is possible to automatically size the inverter, given
it required d~la.y.

1\ latch, which is a part of a differential clocked comparator, is also implemented by building a
<.1edicated simulator and a sizing algorithm for this block.

The clocked compa.rator, with the latch as a building block, is implemented and it is possible
\vithin MIDAS to automatically size this comparator.

The inverter can, for example, be used in a MIDAS block that can generate CMOS buffers. The
clocked comparator will be used in a sigma-delta analog to digital converter.
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1 Introduction

The time needed to design analog circuits that are for example needed in mixed analog-digital
integrated circuits (IC's) is a bottleneck. Therefore it is useful to put effort in developing analog
design automation systems. Within Philips an analog design automation project, called MIDAS,
was started. MIDAS is an open, knowledge-based and technologY-independent analog design
tool. It can be used by system designers for automatic circuit synthesis and layout generation,
once dedicated design knowledge has been captured within the MIDAS system.

At the Analog MOS Design group in the IC-Iaboratory of Philips Consumer Electronics, where
the thesis work was done, MIDAS is used for analog CMOS silicon technology. In this group a
differentia] ended OTA, a single ended OTA and a current DAC were already implemented in
MIDAS and used. A new block that has to be implemented in the knowledge base is a latched
comparator. In this comparator a new phenomenon within MIDAS is encountered. Namely
timing. In the blocks implemented so far there were no specifications directly related to time
domain aspects. It was possible to automatically design these blocks using AC and DC analysis
and synthesis only. Main subject of this report will be to find a general applicable method
that covers the design of circuits that have timing restrictions. Or in other words, a method
has to be found which makes it possio\I' within MIDAS to design circuits on t.ransient behaviour.

In chapter 2 an introduction is given of MIDAS as analog design automation system. This is
mainly done to give an idea of the environment in which the problem of the timing aspects has
to be placed. With this global view of the system thereupon in chapter 3 a view is given of what
already has been done in the field of timing and gate-sizing. We will see that most of the work
done in this field concerns digital celJs.
A method is chosen that uses a dedicated simulator based on a numerical solver for first order
differential systems. This method is first applied to an inverter.

In chapter 4 the inverter is, with all its specifications, implemented within MIDAS and tested.
The results and acquired experience are used to implement, in a following step, a latched com
parator. It must be noted here that the used method is not very suitable for digital VLSI design.
The method will be accurate and process independent, but is for VLSI purposes too expensive
in CPU. The inverter must be seen as an introduction to the transient problem of a latched
comparator and other analog circuits with transient behaviour.

MIDAS uses a hierarchical decomposition. Because of this the main part of the transient be
haviour of the latched comparator is assigned to the clocked latch, which is a block in the
comparator hierarchy. In chapter 5 this clocked latch is descri bed. The latch was implemented
in MIDAS and tested.

With the implementation of the latch a complete set of blocks was created of which a latched
comparator could be composed. The latched comparator is covered in chapter 6. The previously
implemented blocks like a current mirror or differential pair will not be covered here.
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In chapter 7 some conclusions are drawn and recommendations for future work are given.

At the start of my thesis period the assignment was defined as:
Find a general applicable method to make it possible, within the design automation tool MIDAS,
Lo generate analog circuits with transient behaviour. Implement this method and apply it to a
clocked comparator.
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2 MIDAS as analog design automation tool

In this chapter a global view of MIDAS is presented. It would be beyond the scope of this report
to present thoroughly the functionality of MIDAS. This chapter is primarily added to show the
environment in which the problem of timing is placed. Note that the description of MIDAS
given below is of the current version. When this document is finished extra features will be
available to facilitate the use of MIDAS.

2.1 The MIDAS system

MIDAS is an analog silicon compiler. It forms a frame were the expert analog Ie designer
can implement knowledge. This knowledge can be used by a system designer to automatically
generate analog cells. In figure i the relationship bp.tween the functions of the MIDAS system
and its users is depicted.

I IC Designer

Midas
Interactive
Knowledge Eng.
Environment

Midas
Knowledge
Base

System
Designer

Midas
Analog
Synthesis
Environment

Analog
Cell

Figure 1: MIDAS System

The MIDAS Analog Synthesis Environment (MAS E) will allow system designers to use common
IC analog building blocks without needing to understand their operation in full detail. The
MIDAS compiler will speed up the design process by embodying the strategies of human design
experts. It will also enable a system designer to improve overall system performance by exploring
thc cffects of changes in circuit specifications. The MIDAS Knowledge Engineering Environment
(MIKE) will allow the expert analog IC designer to encapsulate his design knowledge.
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From the point where the system designer defines his demands to the point where the analog
cell is created, several steps can be distinguished. In order of execution they are:

• Circuit Specification

• Circuit Synthesis

• Circuit Layout

• Verification

Below the different steps are highlighted. But first some attention is paid to the hierarchical
structure of MIDAS.

ICurrent Mirror I
I

I

I PMOS mirror I , NMOS mirror I

r---L--~l I~os current source INMOS diode

I I

t i~ {
simple cascade simple cascade
diode diode cursrc cursrc

<block>

<topology>

<block>

<topology>

Figure 2: Hierarchy of a current mirror

The idea of employing hierarchical decomposition originates from design systems for digital VLSI
circuits. A block (= building block) can be thought of as a black box with a set of terminals
and a list of specifications. Each block can contain several topologies of building blocks. Again
beneath these blocks several topologies can be found. The lowest level is the topology of a single
element such as a transistor, resistor or capacitor. A benefit of this hierarchical decomposition
is that blocks can be reused. Spli tti ng design in smalIer parts matches the way a designer ap
proaches his task. It is in the trend of divide and conquer.

The expert analog Ie designer will have to use his knowledge and experience to create models
and heuristics that a.re needed to describe the behaviour of a block in terms of behaviour of sub
blocks. The total transient behaviour of a latched comparator, for example, is best described
at the highest level by solving all the differential equations of all the nodes in the circuit. This
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method is used by simulators to calculate the transient behaviour. In a hierarchical approach
the transient behaviour is divided over several sub-blocks. Models have to be created that shift,
for example, the transient behaviour down in the hierarchy in such a way that the sub-blocks
have just enough information, that they can be dealt with independently in order to calculate
their contribution to the total transient behaviour. It is more simple to examine and design a
small circuit than a larger one. Again the divide and conquer concept.

In Figure 2 the hierarchical structure of a current mirror is shown, as an example. The block
current mirror has PMOS mirrors and NMOS mirrors as possible topologies.( One cur
rent may be mirrored into one or more currents.) The NMOS mirror is constructed out of
a NMOS diode and one (or more) current source(s). A NMOS current source may be a
simple current source or a cascodecl current source. The lowest level in the hierarchy
are the transistor blocks of which the current sources and diode are constructed. At this lowest
level MIDAS can make use of basic device functions. These functions describe the behaviour
of devices like MOSFETS, Bipolar transistors, capacitors or resistors. In this report only the
MOSFET device functions are used.

The basic device funct.ions for MOSFETS available within Philips for MIDAS are based on MOS
model-7 used in PSTA R. Pstar is the circ')it simul:ttor used within Philips. In Appendix A a
part of Lilt: list of available device functions is given.

At each block level a selection algorithm can be constructed to choose a topology, based on
the information that is available. For example, the current source block will select the simple
current source if there isn't much voltage room to implement the current source, or it will select
the cascoded current source if a low output conductance is needed.

2.1.1 Circuit Specification

It is the task of the expert analog IC designer to create a complete list of possible specifications
that describe the behaviour of a block. If the system designer wants to generate an imple
mented block, for instance a differential operational transconductance amplifier (OTA), MASE
will present the list of possible specifications for the block. The system designer can enter his
demands by defining ranges for the specifications. The system designer for example may want
to define a lower and upper limit for the supply voltage and an upper or lower value for the ref
erence current. The system designer will have to fill in all the presented specifications, because
the knowledge base uses all these specifications to come to the final design.

Within MIDAS there are three kinds of specifications namely:

• External specifications

• Internal or required specifications

• Calculated specifications

11



External specifications are external to the synthesis. This means that they cannot be influenced
by the designed block. Examples are, the power supply and temperature of the circuit.
Internal or required specifications are_ l.l~~d by the synthesis to size the circuit. The block is
made in such a way that these specifications are met. Examples are, noise and amplification.
Calculated specifications give extra information about the block. For example, the area of the
circuit or the total power consumption.

The specifications are ranges with a lower and upper value. Some worst case analysis and syn
thesis can be done using the worst and best cases in the device functions. However this is beyond
the scope of this report. For transient analysis a worst case is constructed of, for example, low
power supply voltage, high temperature, maximal capacitances and worst case transistors.

It may happen that a specification, like the area of the circuit, may for one block be a calculated
specification and for an other block an internal specification. This is a decision the knowledge
engineer has to make when he implements the block in the knowledge base.

MASE has the possibility to optimize one specification. For example if the ranges of all the
specifications for an OTA design are defined it is possible to minimize one criterion, for example
the white noise.

As a complete example, the specifications of an inverter are dealt with in section 4.3.

2.1.2 Circuit Synthesis

The input for the circuit synthesis is the specification list. These specifications along with design
rules are used in such a way that a netlist of basic devices (transistors, capacitors, resistors) is
created that has a behaviour that falls within the defined ranges.

The synthesis procedure will start at the top block and depending on the specifications it will
choose a topology. In this chosen topology subblocks are called until the lowest level is reached.
At this point the procedure will go up again in the hierarchy. At a higher level the results are
evaluated and if needed the synthesis procedure will go down again in the hierarchy. If there
is contention between the results and the desired specification then the system can if needed
select a more appropriate topology. This procedure continues until the top is reached again. At
that point the circuit synthesis is successful or it fails. The latter happens when a combination
of specifications is entered that cannot be met. In that case MIDAS will do proposals to the
system designer for some of the specifications.

The work covered by this report was done in the synthesis part of MIDAS.

2.1.3 Circuit Layout

After the netlist is created layout generators will generate the layout. The layout generation
uses almost the same hierarchical structure as the circuit synthesis. At every level, generators
are available to generate cells. The placement of lower cells is always done procedurally. The
routing between the cells is also procedural or, can be done by means of an automatic router.
The complete nctlist generation is controlled by MIDAS using similar mechanisms as those in
the circuit synthesis, going up and down in the hierarchical tree.
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2.1.4 Verification

The veri fication com prises several steps.

• The synthesis part is checked using a simulator with the created netlist as input. The
achieved specifications should match, with a certain tolerance the results of the simulation.

• The automatically generated layout is checked with a design rule checker.

• A netlist is abstracted from the layout and this netlist is checked against the required
netlist.

• The abstracted net list is simulated again and is compared with the results of the circuit
synthesis.

2.2 Current state of the MIDAS knowledge base

At the start of my thesis period MIDAS was able, based on implemented information in the
knowledge ba.se, to genera.te

• A differential ended operational transconductance amplifier.

• A single ended operational transconductance amplifier.

• A current steering digital to analog converter.

• A current calibrated digital to analog converter.

These blocks were all analyzed and synthesized using DC and AC (small signal) methods. In
the next chapters transient behaviour in MIDAS is introduced and implemented.
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3 Timing aspects in MIDAS

Timing aspects of a comparator or slewing in an operational amplifier, are examples of transient
behaviour. Small signal models are not valid and large signal transistor models have to be used.
In this chapter timing aspects are highlighted. An overview of methods found in literature is
given. A method is chosen and described in detail using an inverter as example. The chosen
method is not only applicable for timing aspects, but can also be used for other transient
behaviour, Ii ke slewi ng.

3.1 Problem definition

Timing aspects are normally related with discrete levels of signals. How long does it take for
a signal measured at a certain output terminal to change from one level to an other level given
a change of level at an input terminal? It is desirable that the time between the changing of
the input and output is as short as possible. However, in some cases, a certain delay is required
(delay lines) or the delay of the block is not of interest. This is because the delay is relatively
small compared to othcr blocks in the system, the block is not on the critical path which de
tcrmines the delay of the overall systcm. Faster switching designs may take more chip area and
dissipate more power. Therefore, a compromise has to be made between delay, area and power
dissipation, in order to optimise the cost function.

Firstly we are interested in the delay of a cell and want to design on this specification. So ini
tially we are not interested in optimising the total cost function, but only in creating a certain
delay. It has to be noted that specifications such as supply voltage, input signal shape and
load capacitors are input parameters in combination with the delay constraint for the sizing
algorithm. In MIDAS these extra parameters are called external specifications and they define
the environment in which tlte cell is placed. The delay is called an internal design specification.

The problem, is therefore to size the transistors of a cell, given a certain delay, and external
specifications.

3.2 Literature search

An intensive literature search was done to find possible solutions for the timing problem within
MIDAS.

In this chapter several delay modeling methods found in literature are briefly described. The
advantages and disadvantages of each algorithm is given. It has to be stressed that most of the
methods are developed in the digital IC design field.

3.2.1 Sizing transistors on delay

There are two ways of finding the transistor sizes that are needed to achieve a given delay within
its external specifications.

1. Calculate the transistor sizes directly given a certain delay using an analytical formula.

2. Simulate the circuit. If the simulated delay and the required delay do not match the
transistors are resized and the circuit is resimulated.

14



3.2.2 Analytical delay modeling

This method will directly produce the transistor sizes given a delay. The differential equations
describing the circuit are solved in an analytical way. Solving the equations can be done in several
ways. The problem with these methods is that the models used cannot be too complicated
otherwise the equations cannot be solved.

• Analytical solving [3],[5],[6],[9],[16],[22],[26],[28], [32J,[33]'[36]'[37],[41],[10],[52]
The equations are solved purely analytically. It is possible to add fitting parameters, but
this needs simulations with a high accuracy simulator.

Advantages: Transistor sizes are given directly, fast, influence of several parameters are
directly visible

Disadvantages: Uses simple MOS model and therefore not very accurate.

• Numerical solving method [21]
The equations are solved using numerical methods. This method comes very close to
building a dedicated simulator for finding the delay.

Advantages: A more accurate model than used in the previous method can be used

Disadvantages: Gives no insight in parameter dependencies, more expensive in CPU
time

• Linearizing regions [7J,[8]'[II],[40]
The equations are split up in regions based upon the operating modes of the transistors
( linear, saturating, off) These regions are than linearized and by examining the frequency
domain, dominant poles are found which describe the timing behaviour of the circuit.

Advantages: Fast

Disadvantages: Accuracy lost due to using a simple MOS model, linearizing, and finding
the dominant poles.

3.2.3 Simulate and resize

There are several simulators available. All of them with a certain accuracy and complexity.
Accurate simulators are CPU intensive. There is a tradeoff between CPU time and accuracy.
Below a list of kinds of simulators is given.

• Exact transistor model simulator [43]
The most accurate simulators are based on accurate non-linear transistor models. These
simulators are taken as a reference for less accurate but faster simulators. In this kind
of simulator the equations that describe the circuit are usually solved by using Newton
Raphson itera.tion methods. Examples are SPICE and PSTAR.

Advantages: Accurate, reference for other simulators

Disadvantages: Expensive in CPU, convergence problems

15



• Polynomial delay simulator [18]
This simulator is a dedicated simulator and will only produce the delay for a certain
topology in a given process. A polynomial is created that depends on the transistor

. sizes· and load capacitors. The coefficients of tIie polynomials are determined by several
simulations with a high accuracy simulator using curve fitting methods.

Advantages: Very fast and accurate within 5 %

Disadvantages: Expensive to create, rerun [or every process, every topology needs its
own polynomial

• Piecewise linear simulator [20],[34],[42]
The non-linear behaviour of the MOS transistors is linearized. This linearized model is
then used to simulate the circuit with linear methods. The linearized model can be made
as accurate as desired. It naturally cannot be better than the model that was linearized.
Here a direct trade off between CPU time and accuracy can be found.

Advantages: Always convergence, simple to use in an hierarchal structure, fast with
lower acclI racy.

Disadvantages: Linearizing takes time, lower accuracy

• Linear RC simulator [13]'[14J,[15],[17]'[23]'[24J,[25]'[31]' [35J
The gates are replaced by an RC network. The C is usually the real capacitance at a node.
The R is seen as a resistor and is taken in such a way that the RC time matches the delay.

Advantages: Simple to handle, easy to model interconnect lines between blocks

Disadvantages: Not very accurate, determining R takes CPU time

3.2.4 Initial delay

The analytical delay modeling methods mentioned above were applied to digital cells. These
methods don't take in account the initial delay that arises because of capacitive feed through
from input to output. Y.H. Yang e.a [27] cover this initial delay. It is an aspect that has to be
taken into account.

3.3 Demands for implementation

• The results of the simulator PSTAR will be used as reference. PSTAR is based on a
complicated MOS model, which matches as good as possible the electrical behaviour of
the devices that are made on silicon. The results of MIDAS must be within 10% of the
results found with PSTAR.

• One of the main points that has to be taken into account deciding which method to choose
is that the method must be process independent.

• The method must be as fast as possible and it must be easy to apply it to all kinds of
circuits.
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3.4 Summary

Further considerations that will aid the choice of the most appropriate algorithm are:

• MIDAS contains an accurate MOS model contained in the device functions. This model is
based on the PSTAR equations. Every other model that is considered has to be created.

• The analytical methods show good results for an inverter. However if the method is used on
more complex circuits the mathematics may get too complicated. To obtain the desired
accuracy, this method will employ fitting parameters, and once these are used, process
independency is lost

• It might be possible to use an accurate simulator. However this might be an expensive
solution because the simulator has to be called several times before the final solution is
found.

• It might be possible to build a dedicated simulator within MIDAS for every topology that
needs one. However such a dedicated simulator must be very simple to construct, otherwise
a lot of work is done on something that already exists.

• The initial delay has to be considered.

• The pllfe analytical model is only worth considering if it were to get a notion of how the
delays depend on the several parameters used.

3.5 Chosen method

If all the points, above, are considered than clearly the best method to apply will be a modified
version of the method mentioned in [21]. This is the numerical solution method. It means
that a dedicated simulator will be constructed within MIDAS based on solving the differential
equations that describe the circuit. The main reasons why this method is chosen are:

1. Process in dependance.

2. 13y using the device functions PSTAR models can be used.

3. The method docs not have to be adapted when the process or the PSTAR model changes.

4. No extra rUlls are needed to find fitting parameters.

5. There is no need to create a new model.

6. Because of the hierarchical structure of MIDAS the method will only be applied to low
level circuits that consist of a few transistors. So only a few simultaneous differential
equations have to be solved.

We however foresee some problems, but the implementation will have to show if these expecta
tions are founded.

7. It may show that the method will take more CPU time than desired.

8. Is the method simple and can it be applied to several topologies?

9. Is the method robust?

lf the disadvantages outweight the benefits gained in points 1 to 6, it may be better to connect
a simulator to MIDAS. In our point of view the method we have chosen is the best and most

simple to implement of the possibilities presented.
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3.6 Applying the chosen method to an inverter

Note that in chapter 4 a more thorough view on the inverter is presented.

In the article by F.S. Lai [21] a method is developed to find the delay of an inverter. Using
Kirchoff's current law the following equations can be given for the schematic in figure 3.

dVout
h(t) = Ctot&"

(1)

(2)

[. ( ) _ C. d(Vout - \/in)
20 t - to dt (3)

Ctot is the capacitance that is connected to the output of the inverter. This capacitance consists
of an external load a.nd the internal parasitic capacitances. Cio is the feed through capacitance
between input and output.

VDD

Ip

PMOS

Iio
VIN-----.-----l f--+-~.._-.... VOUT

Cia
IL

Cin
NMOS

L...- -1-n-T Ctot

VSS

Figure 3: Schematic of a single stage CMOS inverter

Where Ip(t) is the PMOS current, In(t) the NMOS current, h(t) the load capacitance current.
And lio(t) the feedthrough current.
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According to Hedenstierna e.a. in [26] the typical waveforms in digital circuits may be approx
imated by voltage ramps if the problem of delay modeling is the subject of interest. Therefore

Yin is defi ned as

t < 0
o~ t ~ a with Sr = Vdd/a
t > a

(4)

{

Vdd t < 0
\lin = Vdd - sf t 0 < t < b with sf = Vdd / b

o t>b

With equation (4) for a rising input and equation (5) for icl, falling input.

(5)

Combining equations (1), (2) and (3) gives

dVout

dt
(6)

Note that \/in is known as a function of time according to equation (4) and equation (5).

F.S. Lai in [21] at this point of the problem defines the used CMOS models. With these models
and the three regions in which the transistors work (saturation, linear, cutoff) equation (6) is
calculated. The differential equations that are formed are solved using a Runge-Kutta algorithm.
Note that the initial delay is not covered in [21].

(7)y(xo) = y(O)

In the MIDAS environm~nt a set of basic device functions is available. Now instead .of using
the more simple current equations as in [21] the basic device functions are used. The device
functions in combination with equation (6) form a differential equation of the form

dy
dx=!(x,y)

This is an initial value problem consisting of a differential equation and a condition which
the solution must satisfy.

3.7 Numerical methods for first order differential equations

3.7.1 Introduction

In a first attempt to solve the differential equation of the inverter a Runge-Kutta method was
implemented. It showed that this method worked for a large range of input specifications.
However problems arise with very fast or very slow signals. We also tried the Runge-Kutta
method on the latch, which will be covered later on, but here instabilities were found. At this
point our attention was drawn to stiff problems.

3.7.2 Stiff differential equations

Stiff differential equations are equations which are ill conditioned in a computational sense. In
electrical networks stiff differential equations occur when the time constants of those networks
differ much.
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A system of differential equations is said to be stiff on the interval [0, T] if there exists a solution
of that system a component of which has a variation on that interval which is large compared
to liT (Usually >'max/Amin indicates stiffness. Howeverwith one variable it is also possible to
have a stiff problem) [53] -

Because of the large range of possible specifications for the inverter the solving of the differential
equation becomes a stiff problem. A large range of time constants has to be covered.

In [53J it is shown that an explicit multistep method cannot be used for stiff problems. The
Runge-Kutta method is an explicit method and therefore not suitable for the given problem.
Backward Difference Formulae (BDF) have shown to be most suitable. For a proper functioning
of an algorithm using BDF methods, variable order, and variable stepsizes are needed. [54] [55]
Implementing such an algorithm would take a considerable amount of time. Therefore we have
searched external libraries for algorithms that can solve a stiff system of differential equations.
We found in the NAG library a BDF method that solves the problem. This NAG library was
connected to MIDAS Ilsing interfaces between LISP, C and FORTRAN. In appendix C a detailed
description of the NAG library routine is presented.

3.8 Machine accuracy

An important aspect in numerical analysis are the round-off errors that arise because the
computer ha.s a finite amount of digits to represent a number.
The basic device functions in MIDAS are written in the programming language "e". MIDAS
itself is written in LISP. The ranges and precision of the system are given in table 1. [46J [45J

Maximum
Positive 1.798 . 10308

Number
Minimum
Positive 2.225. 10-308

Number
Precision 53 significant bits

16 significant decimal figures

Table 1: Ranges and precision of the system

These figures are accu rate for this assignment and therefore little attention needs to be given to
round-off errors.
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4 Inverter

4.1 Introduction

As stated in the previous chapter it is possible to find the propagation delay of a block by solving
a differential equation that describes the electrical behaviour of the block. The solving of this
differential equation is done by using a Backwards Differential Formulae (BDF) algorithm. To
gain insight in this method it is applied to an inverter.
In this chapter the inverter is defined as a block with a set of specifications. According to [26J
it is possible to approximate the typical waveform in digital circuits by a ramp. The slope of
the ramp can be deduced from the slope of the previous state. These slopes are used in the
specification of the inverter.
The used set of design rules is also presented and a description is given of how the BDF algo
rithm is implemented in the case of the inverter. Finally the results and the conclusions are
presented.

The propagation delay that is introduced by the inverter will be the constraint on which the
inverter will be sized. The user of the block may give an upper bound for the delay of the
inverter. The inverter w~lI he designed as close as possible to this upper bound. In this way
area and pClwer consumption are automatically fixed.
The inverter was used as an introduction to the transient problems in MIDAS. Therefore it will
not be covered in depth.

4.2 Definitions

In this section the DC a.nd transient specifications of the inverter are defined.

4.2.1 DC-specifications

[n Figure 1\ the definitions of the hIgh noise margin (VNMH) and the low noise margin (VNML)
are given, using the points where dVo"t!dVjn = -1.
Vmid (VMID) is defined as the point where Vjn = Vout •

necause of the CMOS technology the high-level and the low-level of the signals are VDD and
VSS respectively.

4.2.2 Transient specifications

For the transient definitions see Figure 5.

In case of a single inverter the best delay definition would be given if the noise margins were
taken as the thresholds. Note that if the input signal crosses the noise margin of the logical
state it was in, signal change starts. When the output signal crosses that same noise margin the
changing in logical state is ended. This is what we are in fact interested in, the time needed to
go from one logical level to the other. It will be shown that using the noise margins in a sizing
algorithm gives rise to convergence problems.
If the inverter is used in long chains it is useful to set the thresholds to (Vdd - Vss)/2 . It must
be noted that negative delays may occur. For example in case of a very slow input ramp and
the threshold set to (Vdd - Vss)/2 the output signal may have crossed the threshold before the
input signal does.
Other possibilities for the thresholds are to take them 10% above Vss and 10% below Vdd.
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4.3 The inverter as a block

4.3.1 Terminal view

In the hierarchical structure used in MIDAS an inverter is seen as a block. This block has four
terminals shown in Figure 6.

• vdd : Positive Power Supply

• vss : Negative Power Supply

• vin : Input terminal

• vout : Output terminal

VDD

_L-----.

VI N -+--------1

I
vss

}-+-----e V0 UT

Figure 6: Terminal view of an INVERTER

4.3.2 External specifications

Besides the terminals the bluck is also defined by its specifications. Firstly the list of external
specifications is given in Table 2.

• TEMP ( Temperature)
This specification is the junction temperature in which the circuit will be used. It is
assumed that the junction temperature of the circuit is constant within the whole circuit.

• VDD ( Positive Power Supply)
This is the voltage which will be applied at terminal VDD referred to the chosen ground
terminal.

• VSS (Negative Power Supply)
This is the voltage at terminal VSS referred to the chosen ground terminal.
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I Specifications I Category

TEMP External specification
VDD External specification
VSS External specification

CLOUT External specification
SLIN_R External specification
SLIN_F External speci fication

RELTHRES External specification
W_RATIO Value
W_NMOS Value

Table 2: External Constraints for the Block INVERTER

• CLOUT ( External connected capacitance to VOUT)
This specification is the external capacitance that is connected to the terminal VOUT. See
Figure 7.

• SLIN_R ( Slope rising input)
This specification is the slope of the rising input ramp.

• SLIN_F ( Slope falling input)
This specification is the slope of the falling input ramp.

• Fe ( Clock frequency)
This specification is the clock frequency of the used signals. It is used to determine the
dynamic power consumption.

• REL_THRES (Relative thresholds)
This specification defines the relative levels of the thresholds. It contains two values. One
for the relative threshold that is used to define the fall-delay and one to define the rise
delay, for example 10 and 90 percent. The noise margins will not be used as thresholds.
This will be explained later.

• W _RATIO (External given ratio of the width (W) of the PMOS and NMOS)
A fixed ratio between the width of the PMOS and the width of the NMOS can be defined
here. It is an extra option built in the inverter. If it is not defined the block will produce
a ratio itself trying to make the fall and rise-delay equal. This phenomenon is dealt with
in more detail later in this chapter.

• W _NMOS (External given width of the NMOS)
Another extra option in the inverter block is defining a basic inverter. This can be done
by taking a fixed ratio and a fixed width for the NMOS defined in this specification. All
the inverters now will be sized on a multiple of this basic inverter.
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4.3.3 Internal or required specifications

Table 3 contains the specifications on which the inverter will be designed. We have chosen to
design the inverter on propagation delay. After the inverter is designed on delay the sizes of
both transistors are fixed. It is not possible to design on a second specification.

• DELAYJ' ( Delay of falling output)
This specification gives the maximal allowed fall-delay. Where the fall-delay is defined in
section 4.2 between a rising input and the falling output.

Because of a difference in mobility of the carriers in a NMOS and a PMOS transistor, differences
arise between the fall-delay and rise-delay if the ratio between both transistors is taken as one.
With a given set of external specifications theri> is one ratio between thE: sizes of t.he Nt/OS and
PMOS transistor that will produce the same rise and fall delays. In typical signal paths the
probability for a rising and a falling input signal is equal. Therefore it is advantageous to design
the inverter "symmetrical", i.e. for equal gate delay for rising and falling inputs.[5]

The only specification on which the inverter will be designed is the fall-delay. If the sizing
algorithm is left free to create a ratio that will make the rise-delay and fall-delay equal it is
pos'iible to define the rise-delay as a design specification. However if the fixed ratio W _RATIO
is used the rise-delay is an au tpu t specification. To be able to cover that case also the rise-delay
has to be defined as an output specification.

ISpeci ficationiJ Category

I DELAY_F I Internal specification

Table 3: Internal Constraints for the llIock INVERTER

4.3.4 Calculated specifications

In Table 4 the calculated specifications of the inverter are given. The calculation methods are
covered in paragraph 4.4.

• DELAY_R ( Delay of rising output)
This specification gives the delay as defined in section 4.2 between a falling input and
the rising OlltpUt. The design will be such that this value will be equal to the fall-delay.
Except when W_RATIO is non zero.

• CIN ( Input capacitance)
This specification gives the capacitance measured at the input terminal with respect to
ground. Because of the MOS technology the input resistance is very large and not men
tioned.

• PDYN ( Dynamic power dissipation)
This specification gives the dynamic power dissipation.

• PSHORTCIR ( Short circuit power dissipation)
This specification gives the short circuit power dissipation.
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• SLOUT..F' ( Slope falling output)
This specification gives the slope of the falling output ramp.

• SLOUT-R( Slope rising output)
This specification gives the slope of the rising output ramp.

• LPEAK_VDD ( Peak current at the VDD terminal)
This specification gives the peak current that goes into the VDD terminal.

• LPEAK_VSS ( Peak current at the VSS terminal)
This specification gives the peak current that goes into the VSS terminal.

• VNML ( Low noise margin)
This specification gives the noise margin when Yin is low. When the input voltage is
between VSS and (VSS + VNML), the output will stay high.

• VNMH ( High noise margin)
This specification gives the noise margin when Yin is high. When the input voltage is
between (VDD . VNMH) and VDD, the output will stay low.

• VMID ( Voltage where Yin is Vout )
This specification gives the voltage where Vin is equal to Vout.

• AREA ( Total area of the inverter)
This specification gives an indication of the area of the inverter.

Category

DELAY_R Output specification
CIN Outpu t speci fication

PDYN Output specification

PSHRTCIR Output specification
SLOUT_F Output specification
SLOUT_R Output specification

LPEAICVDD Output specification
LPEAK_VSS Output specification

VNML Output specification
VNMH Output specification
VMID Output specification
AREA Output specification

I Specifications I

Table 4: Calculated Specifications for the Block INVERTER
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4.4 Design knowledge

In this paragraph the design knowledge that is used is presented.

4.4.1 Capacitance model and functions

In the method we have chosen the delay is calculated by tracing the output curve and finding the
time point where the curve crosses the threshold level minus the time point where the input curve
crossed that same threshold level. To be able to trace the transient curve a good capacitance
model of the inverter is needed.
In Appendix B the used CMOS model is given. When this model is used on an inverter where
the bulks of the transistors are connected to their sources Figure 7 can be created.

Cgbp
Vdd

Cdbp

110 IL Vout
Vln "-

1In
Cgdn

1Cgsn Cdbn Clout

Cgbn
Vss

Figure 7: Model of CMOS inverter with bulk connected to source

An equivalcnt model for the inverter with its capacitanccs is given in Figure 8. Going from
figurc 7 to Figure 8 is done by defining:

(8)

According to [10] en can be modelled by summing the oxide capacitances from the PMOS and
thc NMOS transistor. When equation (8) is used, an averaging of Gin over the complete interval
of \ltn, is needed. This is too complex. So,

Gin = G ozn + G ozp + Goverlap

was used and tested. The approximation proved to be close enough.
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Vdd

II
Cio
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lin

lio

Vss

IL

In

1 Ctot

Figure 8: Final model of CMOS inverter

4.4.2 Delay

C tot == C out + Clout

(10)

(11 )

Tracing the curves Assume a rising input and a falling output. The curves are given in
Figure 9.
Notc that due to capacitancc feed through V out rises initially above Vdd. This gives rise to an
initial delay [27J. The gcneral idea now is to set up the differential equation of the output node
and solving this equation using the BDF algorithm as described in chapter 3.
The differential equation for the output node can be written as

dVout

dt
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This first order differential equation with one variable

will be used with:

dy
-1 = f( X, y)
ex

y = Vout

x = t

Y(Xo) = y(O) ( 13)

f( x, y ) = f( V oul , t ) = f( Vout , Vin(t) ) =

Ip - In dV;n Cio=--- +-------e.o + Ctot dt Cio + Ctot
(14)

f(x, y) was implemented in MIDAS using the basic device functions for calculating In, Ip , Ctot, Cio.
See appendix A. Note that Vin is known as a function of time according to equations (4) and
(5). The differential equation was solved using the NAG library routine that is described in
more detail in appendix C. Note that equation (14) is valid for both a rising and falling output
signal. Only the starting values of the input and output voltages and the slope of the input
signal are different. This similarity was used implementing the source code.
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Crossing points With the capacitance model and the differential equation solver the output
curve can be traced. The NAG routine has a built in option that returns a time point when a
threshold is reached, The difference between this time point and the time point where the input
reached the threshold voltage, is the delay we are interested in.

It would be convenient to use the noise margins to define the thresholds, because we are interested
in the time needed to change from one discrete level to another. However the noise margins
depend upon the sizes of the transistors. The sizing algorithm would have to cope with varying
thresholds, which would make it difficult to guarantee convergence for the sizing algorithm.
Therefore a choice was made to define relative thresholds to (VDD - VSS).

4.4.3 Gate sizing

In the previous part it is shown that the delay can be found given the sizes of the transistors and
a list of external specifications. Now a method is presented that finds the sizes given a delay.
First a mathematical view on the problem is presented followed by a list of design rules.

Problem: Find the width of the NMOS transistor and the ratio between the width of the
NMOS and PMOS transistor given a required fall-delay. The fall-delay and the rise-delay pro
dllced by the sized inverter have to be equal to the required fall-delay.

In this problem definition, optimization towards power and area is omitted. It will be beyond
the scope of this chapter to cover this area. The inverter was ment as an introduction to be able
to tackle the problems fou nd in sizing the latched comparator.

Solution: Assume a three dimensional space. With the rise- and fall-delay along the z-axis, the
width of the NMOS transistor (Wnmos) along the x-axis and the ratio between the width of the
NMOS and the width of the PMOS transistor along the y-axis. The function fall-delay which
is a function of the width of the NMOS and the ratio will form a plane in this space. Every
combination of Wnmos and ratio will produce one fall-delay value. The function rise-delay which
is a function of the width of the NMOS and the ratio will form a plane too. Every combination
of Wnmos and ratio will produce one rise-delay value.

If a certain fall-delay is required a plane "required fall-delay" may be constructed.(This plane
may he described in the defined three dimensional space by z = constant.) The fall-delay plane
and the rise-delay plane will cross "required fall-delay". This is illustrated in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Rise- and fall-delay curve in plane where z = 0.5ns

The solid line is the interception of the fall-delay function with "required fall-delay". The dashed
line is the interception of the rise-delay function with "required fall-delay". The point where
these two curves cross is the exact solution to the problem defined above. So a Wnmos of about
18 pm and a ratio of about 3 will give an equal rise- and fall-delay of 0.5 ns, given the external
specifications defined in Table 4.4.3. The defined slope was used for both a rising and falling
input.

I Vsup 4.5 V
, Temperature 140 DC

Case Slow
Threshold-high 4.05 V
ThresholdJow 0.45 V
Slope 4.5£10 V/s
Ln = Lp 1.0 pm
Cload 50 fF
Fall-delay 0.5 ns

Table 5: Set of specifications for an inverter

From a mathematical point of view it is not necessary that the crossing of three planes creates
a poi nt, bu t it is assumed here that the planes are not parallel.

In a practical situation "required fall-delay" is bounded. Only a bounded range for the widths
is allowed between a minimal and maximal width. This automatically implies that the ratio is
bounded. Taking this into consideration there are two situations; the crossing point either lies
inside or ou tside the plane.
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In the first case a solution should be found. In the second case, only the situation is interesting
where the width of the NMOS transistor is minimal and the achieved delay is smaller than the
required delay.
All other solutions require extreme sizes for the transistors.

Resume: The algorithm in MIDAS will only solve the case where the crossing point lies in
the bounded plane and when the achieved delay is smaller than the required delay where the
width of the NMOS transistor is minimal. If the width of the NMOS is minimal and the delay
is smaller than required a constant ratio is used and one cannot speak of sizing. In all other
cases the algorithm will fail.

In Figure 11 an example is given which searchs for the right size of the inverter. The algorithm
starts in point A. A, on the fall-delay curve, is found with an initial guess for the ratio. The
correct width of the NMOS is found using a binary search. A has a correct fall-delay. The
rise-delay however is not correct. With the width of the NMOS fixed, the ratio is changed in a
binary search to reach point B which has a correct rise-delay. However the fall-delay is incorrect
The average ratio from points A and B is used to calculate the ratio for point C. Points C and
D are used to calculate the ratio for E and so on.

The choice of the starting point is of crucial importance to guarantee a solution. If, for example,
the search was started in X in figure 11, the algorithm would fail because the ratio would be
come too large; This is under the assumption that the ratio and the width have a bounded range.
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Figure 11: Example of the sizing algorithm
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Below is a list that describes rules that have to be taken into account when the inverter is sized.

• The lengths of the transistors are minimal to save area and to create the smallest parasitic
capacitances.

• The ratio will always be larger than 1.0. Due to the mobility of the majority carriers in the
NMOS transistor being greater than the mobility of the majority carriers in the PMOS
transistor.

• The initial width of the NMOS transistor is minimal.

• The initial ratio is a predefined constant. If this ratio is too far from the final ratio,
convergence cannot b~ guaranteed. A good choice for this constant that has different
optimal values for different processes may speed up the sizing algorithm.

• If the calculated delay is within a certain range of the required delay, it is accepted.

• If the fall-delay is larger than required the width of the NMOS is made larger.

• If the fall-delay is smaller than required the width of the NMOS is made smaller.

• If the width of the NMOS is larger than a maximal width, the width of the NMOS is set
to this maximal width.

• If the width of the NMOS is smaller than a minimal width, the width of the NMOS is set
to this minimal width.

• If the width of the NMOS is minimal and the delay is smaller than required the sizing is
stopped and the current ratio is used.

• If the width of the Nt--IOS is maximal and the delay is larger than required the procedure
is stopped. The design specification cannot be met.

• The achieved fall-delay must be smaller than the required value. This is because the fall
delay must fall within a range (See chapter 2).The procedure is constructed in such a way
that it will try to match the upper value of the defined range.

• III the search algorithm for the width of the NMOS a binary search will be used.

• In the search algorithm for the ratio a binary search will be used.

• The final calculated widths and lengths must be placed on grid.

• If the rise-delay is smaller than required the ratio is made smaller.

• If the rise-delay is larger than required the ratio is made larger.

• If the wid th of the PMOS is larger than the maximal width then set the ratio in such a
way that this maximum width is met.

4.4.4 Calculating Cin

Ci n is voltage dependent. Al- Khalili e.o. use in [10] the oxide capacitance plus the overlap
capaci tances to model Cin, neglecting the voltage dependency. These results were used here and
simulations showed that the model is adequate.
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4.4.5 Calculating Pdyn and Pshrtcir

In [33] by Veendrick the power dissipation of the inverter is split up in a dynamic dissipation
.and a short-circuit dissipation where

Pdyn = CL • V 2 • f and

P8 hrteir = lmean . V

CL is the capacitance at the output node. Here the parasitic capacitances are added.
V = V dd - V ss. f is the clock frequency and [mean is the average current flowing through
both the NMOS and PMOS transistor during a transient. (So the power used for charging the
capacitance is found in Pdyn)
Splitting the power consumption into these two contributions is useful understanding the power
dissipation.

We chose to design only on delay and no optimization on power dissipation is done. To calculate
the total power dissipation of the invertcr one has to add both contributions.

4.4.6 Calculating the area

The area is approximated by

Area = Wnmos· (LN MOS +2.0· diffusion_extent) +
Wpmos . (LP MOS +2.0 . diffusion_extent)

The definition of the diffusion_cxtent is given in Figure 12.

(15)

Width

Source Gate Drain

D D

<
\

>< ><Length /
>

Diffusion-extent

Figure 12: Definition of the diffusion_extension
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4.4.7 Calculating SLOUT

In [26] the characteristic waveform is replaced by a ramp. The slope of the ramp is found to be
taken best as 70% of the slope of the output signal at 50% of (Vdd - Vss). These results are
confirmed and used in [10]. If the inverter is used attention has to be paid to the factor with
which the output slope at ( Vdd - Vss )/2 has to be multiplied. This factor will be process
dependent. It is beyond the scope of this chapter to go into this too deep.

4.4.8 Calculating VNML, VNMH and VMID

To find the noise margins the DC-curve is traced. The input voltage (Vin) will run from 0 to
(Vdd - Vss) and the output voltage (Vout) belonging to the Yin is searched starting at (Vdd 
Vss). Every time a new Vout is found it is stored. A new Yin is chosen and the Vout belonging
to it is searched starting from the stored Vout. The difference of the stored Vout and the current
Vout divided by the input voltage step is used as the derivative of the DC-curve. The points
where

_O_ld--,(_Vl_o_ut..:....J_-_C-:-u_r_re,....n_t.:....(VI_O_u-,-t) = _1
Step(Vin)

iHC saved as bcing the volt.ages for the naise margins. When Vout = Vin the voltage will be
saved in the output specification VMID.

4.4.9 Fixed ratio and fixed Wnmos

In case the user of the block chases a fixed ratio the width of the NMOS is sized with this
ratio and the rise-delay is calculated. The sizing algorithm however will not change the ratio.
If a fixed ratio and a fixed width for the NMOS transistor is chosen the width of the NMOS
transistor is not grid snapped but snapped to a multiple of the defined fixed Wnmos.

4.5 Results and conclusions

In Figure 13 transient curves generated by MIDAS and PSTAR are displayed. It can be seen
that the output curves hardly deviate. The MIDAS simulation for one transient took about 2
seconds. The PSTAR simulation took about 5 seconds. These simulation times must be seen
as a rough indication for the difference in simulation time. Both simulations were done on a
II P/ Apollo 4251.

III Appendix D the results of MIDAS ",re verified with the results of PSTAR. Every Figure has
a band in which the deviations fall. In Table 6 these deviation bands are presented.

Lower bound Upper bound
Fail-delay slow case -5.0 % 4.0 %
Fall-delay fast case 1.0 % 3.5 %
Rise-delay fast case 1.0 % 5.0 %
Rise-delay slow case 1.25 % 3.5 %

Table 6: Deviation between PSTAR and MIDAS for the delays in the inverter
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Figure 13: PSTAR and MIDAS fall output curve

• The inverter was at first implemented using a Runge-Kutta method to solve the differential
equation. But as mentioned in chapter 3 this method is not suitable for stiff problems.
The advantage with the Runge-Kutta method Was that the tracing of the curve took place
within MIDAS, providing more information on peak currents, average power and so on.

• The NAG routine proved to be robust and faster than the Runge-Kutta method.

• The sizing algorithm can be improved by creating a cost function that takes power con
sumption, area, and delay into account. The power consumption however will give prob
lems hecallse at the moment it is not possible to deduce the short circuit power dissipation
from the NAG routine.

• The DC parameters VNML, VNMH and VMID were calculated correctly. The disadvan
tage of the applied method is that a considerable amount of points have to be calculated
to obtain the desired accuracy.

• The method is not suitable for VLSI designs. It is too expensive in CPU time for this
purpose.

• The method is process independent.

• In MIDAS only small digital networks will be implemented. For that purpose the imple
mented method may even be cheap, no extra work is needed when an other process is
used.
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• Further investigation has to be done to find the right factor with which the output slope
can be multiplied to approximate the typical waveforms.

• There is a NAG routine that produces output during the solving of the differential equation.
This routine can be used to calculate the power dissipation, the output slopes and the peak
currents more appropriate.

• The inverter was very useful to get insight into the transient behaviour of circuits.

One might question the use of constructing a dedicated simulator, if a simulator like PSTAR is
available. Some remarks can be made on the difference between the two when used in MIDAS.

• The transient analysis within MIDAS and PSTAR use the same models for MaS transistors
and use algorithms that are alike. Therefol large differences in CPU and accuracy cannot
be expected.

• If PSTAR is connected to MIDAS an interface has to be constructed that creates a correct
input file for PSTAR. The interface also must be able to get the right results from the
output file that is created by PSTAR.

• If a new version of PSTAR is released the interface probably has to be adjusted, because
of changing input and output formats.

• 13ecallse we are working with a "simulate and resize" method, PSTAR has to be restarted
every time a transient curve has to be calculated.

• Using an external program means that there is no control over what is happening within
that program.

• PSTAR needs time to setup a transient analysis. As long as this setup is longer than
the actual transient analysis, PSTAR will be slower than MIDAS In case of the inverter
MIDAS is faster than PSTAR. For the latch, which needs more time to do the transient
analysis, PSTAR is faster. It is beyond the scope of this report to go into this to deep.

• The danger of building a dedicated simulator is that time is spend on work that already
has been done within PSTAR.
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5 Latch

5.1 Introduction

One of the subblocks used in the comparator that is presented in chapter 6 will be a latch. In
this chapter the latch is presented as a block with all it's specifications. Next several topologies
are presented and one of these is selected. The transient behaviour of the block is investigated..
Again, design rules are given along with the implementation of the latch. Finally the results
and conclusions are presented.

5.2 Definitions

In Figure 14 the stylized transient curves of the reset, Vq and Vqn signals are given. After reset
goes from high to low Vq will go high and Vqn will rise to Vtop and then will fall to a low level

( \IIowsett ).

Vlowsett

Vrst

Trst

. )
Tlme

Tsett
Vrst

Vlowrst

Figure 14: Transient and DC definitions of the latch

7~.ett is defined as the time point where Vq passes a certain threshold minus the time point where
the reset signal pa.ssed that same threshold.

Trst is defined in the same way as T sett . However this threshold will be lower.

''Jowrst is the voltage of Vq when V/owrst is high. Note that Vrst may not be too large because it
might effect the power consumption of the digital cell that is placed after the latch.

V/owsett is defined as the voltage of Vqn when Vrst is low and Vq is high. This voltage may also
not be too high because the digital cell after the latch must clearly see a "1" and a "0" at the
terminals Q and QN respectively when Vrst is low.
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Vtop is the maximal voltage of Vqn • If the maximal voltage of Vqn is too large it also may effect
the switching of the digital cell that is placed after the latch.

5.3 The latch as a block

We have chosen to implement a latch constructed of NMOS transistors because of the higher
mobility of the majority carriers in this type of transistor. Therefore we will speak of an
N_LATCH.
The general attributes of an N_LATCH will be explained: the terminal view and the specifica
tions.

5.3.1 Terminal view

The terminal view of an N_LATCH is depicted in Figure 35. The description of these terminals
is shown below:

• vss : Negative Power Supply

• q: Q terminal

• qn : QN (Qnot) terminal

• rst : Reset terminal

RST

Q

Vss

QN

Figure 15: Terminal view of a N_LATCII

The specifications of the N_LATCH can be divided into 3 categories:

• The external specifications
These specifications are external to the synthesis Le. they are given as external constraints.

• The required specifications
These specifications can be required by the user of the Knowledge Base. The synthesis
procedure will give a result in such a way that the achieved specifications meet the required
sped fications.

• The calculated specifications
These specifications cannot be entered by the user, but the user will get a calculated value
for these parameters.
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Some of the terminal voltages which should be specified, are referred to a ground terminal. In
practice, this means that a terminal has to be defined as ground (eventually a terminal which
does not belong to the list mentioned above). This terminal is further on called the chosen
ground terminal. (e.g VSS can be the- chosen ground, or Q etc. ).

5.3.2 External Specifications

VDD

GOCUR .i IDC-IDIFF
2.0

l-------.,----->---Q-_Q~-----'

CLEX
-

CLEX
RS -"----__----, ---J

VSS

Figure 16: Schematic of the circuit to find the transient parameters

• Temp ( Temperature)
This variable is the junction temperature range in which the circuit will be used. It is
assumed that the junction temperature of the circuit is constant within the whole circuit.

• Vdd ( Positive Power Supply)
This is the voltage which is needed to calculate the transient parameters of the latch. It
is assumed that one current source is found between Q and Vdd and one between QN and
Vdd. Vdd is taken to the chosen ground terminal.

• Vss (Negative Power Supply)
This variable is the voltage range at terminal VSS referred to the chosen ground terminal.

• CLEX ( External connected capacitance to Q and QN)
This variable is the external capacitance that is connected to the terminal Q. A capacitance
with the same value is also connected to QN. See Figure 16.

• IDC ( DC current into both terminals Q and QN )
This variable is the DC current that will flow into Q and QN when the current sources
are in saturation. It has to be noted that the current sources are constructed out of
transistors. If Q or QN come close to Vdd these transistors will enter the linear region,
and will therefore, produce a smaller DC current.
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• IDIFF ( Differential current into Q and QN )
This variable is the differential current that will flow into Q and QN. SO the current source
above Q will produce Ide + 0.5 . Idif f as long as it is in saturation. In the linear region
the current source above Q will produce

(Ide +0.5. [dilf)' Vdd - Vss - ~q (16)
Vdd - Vss - Vlmeur

Where V q is the voltage of the Q terminal.

The current source above QN will produce Ide - 0.5· Idiff as long as it is in saturation.
In the linear region the current source above QN will produce

. V dd - V ss - V qn
(Ide - 0.5· Id2fJ)· Vdd V Vi" (17)- ss - ~n':UT

Where V qn is the voltage of the QN terminal.

• VLINCUR (Voltage over current source where source goes from saturation to linear)
This variable gives the voltage over the current source where the current source goes from
the saturation region to the linear region.

ISpecifications I Category

TEMP External specification
VDD External speci fication
VSS External specification

CLEX External specification
IDC External specification

IDIFF ExteTIi.11 spec:',-:ation
VLINCUR Extemal specification
GOCUR

---
External specification

RELTHRES External specification
SLRST External specification

DCFLAG External specification

Table 7: External Constraints for the Block N_LATClI

• GOCUR (Impedance of the current source)
This variable gives the impedance of both current sources.

• REL_THRES (Relative thresholds)
This variable contains the relative levels of the thresholds. The lower value is used in
calculating the reset time. The upper value is used in calculating the settling time.

• SLRST (Slew rate of the reset signal)
This variable contains the slew rate of the reset signal.

• DCFLAG (Flag for doing only DC calculations)
When the DC operation of the comparator is examined there is no use to do CPU de
manding transient calculations. So in those cases where only the DC values are of interest
this flag can be set.
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5.3.3 Internal or required Specifications

• VLOWRST (Maximal voltage at Q if reset is high)
If the reset is high the voltage of Q (and QN) may not -be larger -than this variable.

• VLOWSETT (Maximal voltage at QN if reset is low)
If the reset is low the voltage of QN may not be larger than this variable.

I Specifications I
VLOWRST_.-

VLOWSETT

Category

I.nternal specification
Jntemal specification

Table 8: Required Specifications for the Block N_LATCH

There is no requ ired or design specification for a transient parameter. The latch will not be
designed on a given value. The implemented algorithm will try to optimize the settling time by
making it as small as possible with the given constraints. Disadvantage of this method is that
there is no control over the reset time. However the settling time will usually be the limiting
fa.ctor in the design of the latch.

5.3.4 Calculated Specifications

• TSETT (Settling time)
This variable contai ns the time needed for the latch to settle.

• TRST (Reset time)
This variable contains the time needed for the latch to reset.

• inw (White Noise Output Current)
Equivalent white noise ou tpu t current of the latch.

• inf (Flicker Noise Output Current)
Equivalent flicker noise output current of the latch.

• ioff (Offset Output Current)
Equivalent offset output current of the latch.

• Area (Area of the latch)
This variable gives the area of the latch.
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[ Specifications I Category

TSETT Output specification
TRST Output specification

inw Output specification
inf Output specification
ioff Output specification

AREA Output specification

Table 9: Calculated Specifications for the Block N_LATCH

5.4 Latch topologies

5.4.1 Currents into the latch terminals

If we combine the impedance of the current source with the defined behaviour of the current
source above the latch we can write the current I q as

I q = Idc + 0.5 . I diff - (Vq - VlOWTSd' gOCUT

I - (I ~ I \1 \1. l/) ) (Vdd - Vq )
q - dc + 0.;)· dif f - ( dd - /incur - v /OWTSt • gOCUT lI:

v lincuT

where lq is the current flowing into the Q terminal as a function of V q.

I qn = Ide - 0.5· Idiff - (Vqn - ViOWTSd' gOCUT

I dif f will be small compared to I dc ' The latch will have the slowest settling time when the
differential current is small. If the differential current is nevertheless large, problems will arise
with the used models. We will assume that I diff is much smaller than Idc'
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5.4.2 Simple Latch

The topology of the simple latch that uses NMOS transistors only, is given in Figure 17.

M1 and M4 are the reset transistors. M2 and M3 are the latch transistors. The total output
capacitance Ctot at an output node consists of parasitics and a. load capacitance. This load
capacitance comes from the digital cell that is connected to each output node Vqn and Vq and
from the current sources above the latch. The parasitics are found in the reset and latch
transistors.

Vq Vqn

Iq Iqn

Vrst

I
VSS

Vrst

Figure 17: Topology of the simple latch

Vrst Vrst

Vtf--~I------I'

. )
Tlme

T3
I

Tl T2

Figure 18: Three phases in the transient curves of the simple latch
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When the Frst (reset) is high the terminals Vq and Vqn are both connected to ground by the
reset transistors. Vq and Vqn both have the logical zero level.

Assume that Vrsl is set low. The reset transistors will go very fast into cutoff if the slope of the
reset signal is large. M1 and M4 will not conduct current when they are seen as ideal switches.
Three phases are met as depicted in Figure 18. Phase one will take T1 seconds, phase two will
take T2 seconds, and phase three will take T3 seconds.

In the first phase the DC currents Iqn and Iq will load the capacitances connected to Vqn and
Vq • The transistors M2 and M3 are not yet active because V9 ., < Vt.
The loading of the capacitances will continue in this way until Vq and ~n reach the threshold
voltages of the latch transistors. At th'tt point both transi~tors will enter the saturation region.

(Beginning phase two) Vq and Vqn will still rise because Iqn and Iq are still larger than the
currents flowing through the latch transistors. However because the voltages ~ and Vqn are ris
ing the current through M2 and M3 will rise too, which means that the capacitances are loaded
with a decreasing current. At a certain moment Vq and Vqn both reach a voltage where M2 and
M3 are able to conduct the total current pumped in by the current sources. If no differential
current is applied Vq and VqTl will take a value as if they where where connected as diodes. (A
transistor is connected as a diode if it:: gate is connected to its drain.)

When Vq and Vqn have reached this "diode voltage" (beginning phase three) the differential
current will make the nodes Vq and Vqn go different ways. Assume that Iq is larger than Iqn , Vq

will ber.ome larger than Fqn because it loads the capacitance faster. Because Vq is larger than
\/~n, M3 will conduct more current than M2. If the current through M3 is larger than I qn the
capacitance connected to Vqn will discharge and Vqn will decrease. Because Vqn decreases M2
will conduct less currellt, which means that more current is available to charge the capacitance
connected to Vq • After a while Vqn will be less than VT and M2 will go into the cutoff region
again. Vq will become so large that M3 goes in the linear region because Vqn < Vq -- VT. Vq will
go to the positive power supply rails and Vqn will take a small voltage ViotLJsell'

Now the three phases which the latch will pass are explained in more detail. The derived
formulae arc only used to get insight in the transient behaviour. They will not be implemented
ill the knowledge data base.

Phase one Assume that Vrst goes low at t = O. Vq and Vqn will have an initial DC voltage
\10' In the first phase where Vrst is just made low the transistors are still in cutoff. For the
behaviour of a capacitance we can write

dV
C tot dt = Ide

Take V1' as the threshold voltage of M2 and M3. Ctot is the sum of load and parasitic capacitances
and Ide is the DC current that is going into the latch. It is assumed that Idill is small. V is the
voltage of Vq or Vqn . In the first two phases it is assumed that Vq and Vqn are equal. For the
time needed to go from Vo to VT we can write

(18)
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Vdd

1Ide

v

c

Figure 19: Topology of a simple diode

Phase two In a rough model one might assume that M2 and M3 are connected as diodes.
(See Figure 19.) This is partly valid because Vq and Vqn will hardly differ. The end of phase
two however is reached when Vq has a voltage where M3 will conduct

I qn = Ide - 0.5· Jdil! - (Vqn - VioW1'sd' gOcur

This voltage is called Vdiodeqn' So in the end it is assumed that V q and V qn do differ.

Using the simple quadratic formula for a MOS transistor in saturation we can write for Figure 19

(19)

where {3 is the gain of the diode connected transistor and Cis Ctot. the capacitance connected
to node V. The effects of gOeur and Idifj are neglected. Note that V has a starting value VT. V
will have the end va.llle Vdiodeqn defined earlier.
We will solve this differential equation which can be seen as a Ricatti equation. [57]
Substituting V = x + VT we get

dx {3 2
C-+-x =Jddt 2 e

Writing this as

dx 2- +bx = a
dt

With
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This also can be written as

Integrating gives

Ide
a=-

C
and

dx = dt
(a - bx 2 )

b=~
2C

lnl (!): tx I= 2(ab)~ + D
(/;)2 - X

D is a constant. From equation (19) it can be seen that

(a) ~ (2IdC) !b -x= T -(V-\/.r»O

So the absolute bars call be omitted. Rewriting (20) gives

(20)

(21)

1 (2llldC)~

(
2IdC)2 Ee c t_l

V = -- + VTf3 (2IlIdc)~ t
Ee c + 1

\Vhere E = eD . At t = 0 V = VT and so E = 1 and D = O. Using the tanh function on (21)
we get

\1 _ (2/dC) t h(f3 /dc)~) t/
- (3 tan J2 C t + VT

The derivative of this function at t = 0 is Jde/C which matches the derivative of phase one. V

will go from VI' to Vdiodeqn and so we can write for T2

rr _ Ctot I (1 + (V diodeqn - VT)( 2fdc )~)
12- 1 n 1

(2f3/dc)2 1 - (Vdiodeqn - VT)(2fdc)2
(22)

Phase three In the phase where M2 and M3 are both in saturation and Vdiodeqn is reached, a
sma!1 sign?.! model can be constructed. [49] The smal] signal model for the circuit in Figure 17
is depicted in Figure 20.

The equations describing this network are:

9m2Vqn + 9Q2Vq + SCI Vq = 0

9m3 Vq + 903Vqn + sC2 Vqn = 0

Here s is the Laplace operator.
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Vq Vqn

gm2*Vqn1 go2
Cl C2

Figure 20: Small signal model of the simple latch

Assume that the transistors are identical with almost the same bias conditions, (so I dijj may
not be too large) and equal load capacitances:

902 = 903 = 90

gm2 = 9m3 = 9m

We can write (23) as

or
Vq _ -gm

Vqn - go + sC

(211) can be written as

9m Vq + Vqn90 + sVqn = 0

or
Vqn _ -9m

Vq 90 + sC

Figure 20 citn be looked upon as a feedback system as shown in Figure 21. X matches the
voltage at V q and}" the voltage at V qn.
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x y
A

+ +

B

Figure 21: Latch as feedback system

A = B = -gm
go + sC

The transfer function is
A

H(s) =-
I- AB

Substituting (25) into (26) gives:

.::...2.m.(s + !l.2.)
H(s) - c c

- s2 + 2eo + (~)2 - (~ )2

This also can be written as

H(s = Ao(s + ZI)
) (S + PI )( S + P2)

with
go - 9m

PI = C
90 +9m

P2 = C

A
o

= -gm
C

90
Zl =-

C
Assume that the input is a step with Laplace transform

(

X(s) = -
s

The output will be

Y(s) = H(s) . X(s)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

The input is in fact not a step. The effect of the input signal however will be small and for
simplicity reasons a step input is applied. Using (28) and (29), (30) also can be written as
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k l k2 k3
yes) = Ao€[- +-- + --J

s S +PI S +P2

Where
ZI

k) =--
PIP2

k
Zl - PI

2=
PI (PI - P2)

Taking the inverse Laplace of (31) gives

k), k2 and k3 can be written as

k
_ goC

1- 96 - 9?n
-c

k2 =--:-------:-
2(go - 9m)

-c
k3 =----

2(90 +9m)

(31 )

(32)

In (32) the first and the last term are negative. The third term also decays. Note that 9m ;:::: 10·go.
The second term will increase exponentially and will be domina.nt. (32) may be approximated
by

Substituting E, AD, k2 a.nd PI.

Qm-QOt
Y (t) ~ -€ (gm ) e C

2 9m - go

(33)

(34)

With Y(t) taken at Vq and X(t) at Vqn we see that f. is negative (The differential current Idijj

makes that Vqn is smaller than Vq ) and ~ is increasing. At a certain moment Ide will decrease
because the current sources above the latch will go into their linear region. Or M2 or M3 will
leave the saturation region. At those moments the approximation for Y( t) in (34) is no longer
valid.

Take (34) and assume Y(t) has to rise ~V. We are interested in the time needed to do this.
Rewriting (34) gives

T
3

= Clot In (2~V(gm - go»)
gm - go -gm l
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Note that ( is negative so it is allowed to take the natural logarithm.

It may be clear that it is difficult to write down a straight forward analytical formula for the
delay of the latch. However from the formulae some remarks can be made on how to make the
latch as fast as possible.

1. A small load at Vqn and Vq will make the latch faster. TI , T2 and T3 depend almost linear
on Ctot .

2. A large differential current is advantageous. In phase one and two the influence is not very
large if we assume that Ide ~ IdifJ. In phase three the delay depends logarithmically on
Idiff and therefore it might be more useful in the d-?sign of the cOIr,plete comparator to
put effort in making Ide larger instead of making I diff larger. In other words, spending
area and power on a better differential amplification may not be very paying when delay
is concerncd.

3. In the first phasc it is advantagcous to have a large DC current. When the transistors
start to conduct in the sccond phase a large DC current is still advantageous as can be
seen in (22). In phase three for Vqn a small current Iqn would be advantageous so M3 will
more easily discharge the load. I q may stay large in this phase.

4. Becausc M3 has to discharge node Vqn as fast as possible the width has to be made large.
However a larger width introduces a larger parasitic capacitance, which will mean that the
width can't be made as large as wanted.

5. 1\ large /3 will give a larger gm which is advantageous in phase three.

6. The L's of the transistors must be taken minimal to keep the capacitances introduced by
the tiansistors as small as possible.

7. A large width will make that the "diode voltage" is lower. Only when this voltage is
reached Vq and Vqn are able to go different ways. Again the problem of parasitics arises.

Simulating a Simple Latch In this part results of some simulations on the simple latch are
presented. They confirm thc dCLved formulae.
The first simulation shows the delay as a function of the width of the latches. See figure 22.

The delay is measured as the difference between the time instant where Vq crosses 4.5 V and the
time instant where the falling reset signal crosses 4.5 V. It can be seen that there is an optimal
width for the delay gi'le'1 a fixed set of specifications like the Ide, Idiff, load capacitanCE: etc.
When the width is made larger than this optimal width the parasitic capacitances are becoming
dominant.

The second simulation shows the delay as a function of the load capacitances of the latches. See
Figure 23.

All the specifications are kept constant except Cload. It can be seen that the settling time
depends linearly on the capacitance.

The third simulation shows the delay as a function of Idiff. See Figure 24.
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Figure 22: The settling time versus the width of the latch transistors

Idiff is taken much smaller than Ide. It can be seen that the settling time is a logarithmic
function of Idiff.

The fourth si mulation shows the delay as a function of Idc. See Figure 25.

Problem here is that \~oUJrsl and \!iOlUsdl voltages are changing and to keep these voltages at the
same low level the widths of the reset and latch transistors should be changed. In the simulation
tltis effect was not taken into account. Changing the widths would also mean changing the
capacitances. The x-axis shows 1/ Ide and it can be seen that the settling time is inversely
proportional to Ide.
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Figure 23: The settling time versus the load capacitance
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Figure 24: The settling time versus the differential current
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5.4.3 Diode Latch

Vq Vqn

Vl

Vrst

Vss

V2

Vrst

Figure 26: Topology of a latch with diode to create an initial voltage

A possibility to speed up the latch might be found in starting from a different common level
than ground as found in the simple latch. The common voltages in the simple latch have to rise
to Vdiode before the output signals will start to differ. One might create an initial voltage equal
to Vdiode by applying diodes according to Figure 26.

Here a possi bili ty is shown wi th reset swi tches in series wi th the diode. Assume now that Vrst is
high. MS and M6 are conducting and in an approximation may be replaced by a short circuit.
So VI = V2 = Vss '

Assume that the {3 of M 1 and M4 are equal to {31 and the {3 of M2 and M3 are equal to {32' All
the transistors are in saturation. Using the simple quadratic equation for the current of a mas
in saturation we can write

Working this out gives

This can be rewritten as

{31 (V. _ v,)2 + Q7:. 'V _ v,)2 = I + I diJJ
2 q t 2 ~ qn t de 2

{31 (V. _ V, )2 + {32 (V _ v,)2 = I _ hJj
2 qn t 2 q t de 2
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When ldiff is positive and the restriction that Vq has to be larger than Vqn (if it is not larger
problems arise during transient operation) it is easely seen that {3I > {32' It must be slightly
larger because a small first term is advantageous for the difference (~ - Vqn ). The larger the
initial difference the faster the latch will switch. -

The topology chosen in Figure 26 has a disadvantage over the simple latch. The diode adds
extra capacitance to the output node. Simulations showed that this extra capacitance nullifies
the gain in time achieved by Vdiode as starting point. A possibility to avoid this extra capacitance
is to add a switch between the gate and the drain of the diode. This will be covered below.

5.4.4 Complex Latch

Instead of putting a switch between the source and Vss the diode also might be switched ac
cording to figure 27. Advantage mainly is that the capacitance at the output node caused by
the diode is reduced. The signals that are used to switch M5,M6 and M7,M8 are inverse signals
so V/atch = NOT(Vrsd. It is advantageous to let Vrst be the input signal of an inverter that
controls \'latch' This way \'latch will always be a little later. M5 will be almost closed when M6
is opened. If it was the other way around, a larger leak current through M5 and M6 would be
caused, which would discharge the load on Vq and Vqn slightly.

Vq Vqn

Rst Rst

Latch - M6

Vss

Figure 27: Topology of the complex latch

M8 ~ Latch

The same rules for the {3's of the latch and the reset transistor have to be applied as with the
diode latch. So {3] > {32, with {3] for Mland M4 and {32 for M2 and M3.
This circuit was optimized and compared with the simple latch. It showed almost the same
results in speed at the cost of more area compared with the simple latch.

for the fastest settling time the {3's of the latch and reset transistor should be equal. However
if this is done the reset is too slow. Therefore a larger {3 for the reset transistor must be used.
This implies that the settling time becomes slower again because of extra capacitance.
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5.4.5 Choice of the latch

In Figure 28 the transient curves of the comparator with three different latches is given. The
W's of the latches are chosen equal to 7J.L and the diodes are chosen as 14J.L. In case of the diode
latch the switch is taken large to create a large conductance in the reset state. The switches in
the simple latch and complex latch are taken minimal. A differential current of 0.8 J.LA is applied
in combination with a DC current of 215 J.LA. Furthermore capacitances of 100/F where used
as load.
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Figu re 28: Transient curves of the comparator for three different latches

It CitTl be seen that the diode latch is slow. This is mainly due to the extra capacitance caused by
connecting the diode in such a way. It can be seen that the complex latch and the simple latch
have almost the same speed. And the intended gain by applying an initial voltage is not achieved.

We tried to fine tune the latches individual to obtain the fastest decision time for each topology.
A better result was found for every topology but the best complex latch and the best simple latch
gave an almost equal delay. So it can be concluded for these cases that the higher complexity of
the complex latch is not necessary. Therefore we have chosen to continue with the simple latch.
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5.5 Design knowledge

In this part implemented design knowledge is ·presented.

5.5.1 Capacitance model of the simple latch

Vdd Vdd

lq

1 Cgd2

lqn

~

Figure 29: Capacitances in the simple latch

The latch can be described using the capacitances of the MOS transistor as depicted in ap
pendix B. Doing this gives Figure 29. Because the transistors will work in the cutoff region the
Cgb capacitances are added.

The circuit can be repla.ced by Figure 30.

Here
Cinl = C gsl +C gbl

C in2 = C gS4 +C gb4

Cft = Cgdl

Cf2 = Cg d4

Cton = Cdb4 + Cdb3 + C gb2 +C gs2 + Cload

Cqqn = Cgd2 +Cgd3

For the currents lq and lqn we can write (See also 5.4)
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Vdd Vdd

Ctotl

Cinl

Vrst

Ctot2

Cin2

IqnJ

Cqqn

Idsl+Ids2

Vq
CflVrst

Figure 30: Equivalent capacitance model of the simple latch

Vq < Vdd - Viincur

I qn = Idc - 0.5· Idiff - (Vqn - Viowrst)' gOC1J.r

(Vdd - Vqn )
I qn = (ldc - 0.5 . Idiff - (Vdd - Vlinc1J.r - V/owrst}· gOcur) -,-}'--

v lincur

Assume we are switching V rst with ramp signals. For the nodes V q and V qn we can write

dVq _ I q - Idsl - Ids2 dVrst

dt - Ctotl +CfI +C qqn + dt

CfI + dVqn C qqn

C totl +C fl +Cqqn dt Ctot! +Cf1 + C qqn
(40)

dVqn _ Iqn - Ids3 - Ids4 dVrst Cf2 dVq C qqn

dl - C tot2 + C f2 +Cqqn + dt C tot2 +C f2 + Cqqn + dt Ctot2 +C f2 +Cqqn
(41)
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Take

v' = dVq

q dt

v' = dVqn

qn dt

Cqqn

C tot ! +CfI +Cqqn

Using this (40) and (41) can be rewritten as

Solving this gives

V'=q

V'q -

Ii +C1h
1 - C1C2

h + Cdt
1 - C!C2

(42)

(43)

(42) and (43) are the equations that were implemented in MIDAS. Within MIDAS these two
differential equations are solved using the NAG routine given in appendix C.

5.5.2 Settling time and reset time

Defore the NAG routine can be called the initial voltages have to be calculated. To find the
settling time first the reset voltage is taken high and the voltages for Vq and Vqn are calculated
within MIDAS using the basic device functions.
For the calculation of the reset time the reset signal is set low and Vq is set high. With these
conditions Vqn is calculated, after which the NAG routine is called.
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5.5.3 Vlowset and Vlowrst

Vlowset and Vlowrst are design specifications. The widths of the latch and reset transistors are
chosen in such a way that given the external currents, Vlowset and Vlowrst are met. There
however is a restriction on the widths of the transistors. The widths may not be smaller than
the minimal allowed width. If the width needed, given the currents and Vlowset and Vlowrst,
is larger than the maximal width, new voltages are proposed for Vlowset and Vlowrst.

5.5.4 White noise current, flicker noise current and offset current

When Vq and Vqn are at the end of phase two. (See 5.4.2) the latch is most sensitive for noise.
At that moment the latch transistors can also be seen as diodes. The equivalent white noise,
flicker noise arid offset current are cakulated taking the latch transistors as diodes.
The reset transistor will be in cu toff and it will not contribute to any of the three currents.

5.5.5 Gate sizing

A very simple algorithm is implemented to find the minimal value for the settling time. The
widths calculated by the restrictions Vlowset and Vlowrst are used as starting values. The
widths of the reset transistors are not changed any more. The settling time is calculated with
these initial widths. Secondly the widths of the latch transistors are increased with a given small
step. The settling time is again calculated and compared with the previously calculated settling
time. If the second settling time is la.rger than the first, the sizing is stopped. If the second
settling time is smaller than the first, the width is increased again with the predefined step. The
third and second settling time are compared again. And so on.

The solution is usually close to the initial widths (three or four steps) and this simple algorithm
shows to work well.

5.6 Results and conclusions

The nJatch block was implemented in MIDAS. The transient behaviour of the latch was covered
by solving two differential equations with different initial conditions. In that way it was possible
to calculate the settling time and the reset time of the latch. The latch is optimized on the settling
time. r..HDAS will return the fastest possible nJatch given the constraints. The accuracy of the
used method cr,mpared to the exact simulator PSTAR is good and within 5 %
In Figure 31 the curves of a settling latch are shown for MIDAS and PSTAR. It can be seen
that the curves almost completely coincide. In Figure 32 the curves of a latch that is reset are
shown. Again the curves match well.

The real time used in MIDAS to simulate a single settling time or a single reset time is about
20 seconds on a HP/ Apollo 425t. A PSTAR run with the same latch on the same machine
takes about 17 seconds. It must be noted that the basic device functions are subtracted from
PSTAR. And therefore MIDAS, with almost the same accuracy as the exact simulator,will be
slower. More interfaces between programs are needed and a less efficient transient calculation is
obtained.
It was tried to make the used accuracy in MIDAS smaller (calling the NAG routine with a
smaller accuracy), but stability problems occurred. It has to be noted that the comparison
between MIDAS and PSTAR and the improving of the calculation speed were not examined in
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Figure 31: PSTAR and MIDAS curves for a settling latch

depth because of a lack of time. In chapter 7 more attention is paid to the subject of using a
dedicated simulator or a.n alrea.dy ava.ilable simulator.
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6 Comparator

6.1 Introduction

With the implementation of the clocked nJatch a complete set of blocks is available within
MIDAS to be able to construct a clocked comparator.

In Figure 33 one of the possible topologies of the clocked comparator is given. Based on design·
rilles MIDAS is able to create different topologies for the comparator by using, for example,
cascoded or non-cascaded current sources and diodes. Therefore it is more convenient to define
the blocks of which the comparator is constructed. This is shown in Figure 34. Every block
comprises one or more topologies. In this chapter we will assume that every block is able to size
itself if its specifications are defined. The blocks bsref, bscmp, bsfol, dif, mirqn and mirq
will not be described in this report. The latch is described in Chapter 5.

- -< t-~--+-...,

1o--4---------------- -;----«¥;ss

Figure 33: Topology of a clocked comparator
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bsfol

COMI

latch

Q

Figure 34: Subblocks of the clocked comparator
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6.2 Assumptions and definitions

6.2.1 Clocked comparator

There are some remarks that can be made looking at the circuit in Figure 33.

• One can create the following state table when the latch is an nJatch. (In theory it also is
possible to create a comparator with a pJatch with the same specification list, however a
pJatch is not practical because of the lower mobility of the majority carriers.)

RST . Ir~.put Q QN.
Reset state 1 I Vinp - Vimn I< V lrpm 0 0
Settle state 0 Vinp> Vinm 1 0
Settle state 0 Vinl' < Vinm 0 1

Table 10: State table for a clocked comparator with an n..latch

• In the reset state it is possible that the input difference becomes so large that the reset
switches are not able to keep the voltages of Q and QN low. The differential current that
is pumped in the latch is so large that Q or QN will take a "high" voltage.
It is possible that if the latch has taken a settle state it may go into the other state, if a
large differential input signal is applied.
Vtrpm is the maximal allowed input difference for a clocked comparator, when the com
parator is in one of the states defined in Table 10. In most cases this voltage can be large
and will not be a problem in the design.

• The comparator will need a setup time (Tsetup). Assume that Vinp - Vinm = - Vtrpm,
a maximal negative difference (for example -2.5 V). The reset is high and Q and QN are
low. The input difference switches to Vinp - Vinm = Vtrpp (Vtrpp is the input voltage
needed for the definition for Tsett, for example 1 mY). So the input goes from a large
negative input difference to a small positive difference. It will take some time before the
differential current flowing into the latch has taken the positive value belonging to a fixed
\I;np - Vinm = V trpp. If the reset would be set low too early the latch would still see a
negative differential current and a wrong decision is made.

• In the implementation of the clocked comparator in MIDAS we assume that a fixed minimal
differential voltage (Vtrpp) is applied to the input terminals. This fixed voltage will create
a fixed differential current as input for the latch. With this input voltage the comparator
may have a maximal settling time defined in Tsett. The settling time is defined in the
same way as in Chapter 5.

• The reset transistors are most likely controlled by digital cells, which will produce typical
waveforms. It is assumed that these typical waveforms can be approximated by a ramp
signal. See also Chapter ??

• It is assumed that the components that are connected to Q and QN can be described as
capacitive loads. Both Q and QN will have the same load capacitance.
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6.2.2 Non-clocked comparator

In case of a non-clocked comparator the reset signal and all the specifications belonging to it are
not used. The differential input signal will be the only signal that can make the latch change
state.

The hysteresis is defined as Hysteresis = Vtrpp +Vtrpm. Where Vtrpp =Vtrpm
The reset time (Trst) and setup time (Tsetup) have no function.
The specifications were defined in such a way that it is possible to use them for a non-clocked
comparator.

6.3 The comparator as a block

In this section the general attributes of a comparator will be explained: the terminal view and
the specifications. This specification list is valid for both a clocked and non-clocked comparator.

6.3.1 Terminal view

The terminal view of an comparator is depicted in figure 35. The description of these terminals
is shown below:

• VDD : Positive Power Supply

• VSS : Negative Power Supply

• PLSIN : Positive Input Terminal

• MININ : Negative Input Terminal

• RST: Reset

• Q : Digital Output

• QN : Digital Output Inverted ( Q not)

• IREF : Terminal for the reference current

The specifications of the comparator can be divided into 3 categories:

I) The external specifications
These specifications are the specifications which are external to the synthesis i.e. these
speciR~ations are given as external constraints. The synthesis procedure has to take into
account both extremes of these specifications.

• The required specifications
These specifications can be required by the user of the Knowledge Base. The synthesis
procedure will give a result in such a way that the achieved specifications meet the required
specifications.

• The calculated specifications
These specifications cannot be entered by the user, but the user will get a calculated value
for these parameters.
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Vdd Rst

PLSIN

MININ

Q

QN
~---

Vss Iref

Figure 35: Terminal view of a COMPARATOR

Some of the terminal voltages which should be specified, arc referred to a ground terminal. In
practice, this means that a terminal has to be defined as ground (eventually a terminal which
does not belong to the list mentioned above). This terminal is further on called the chosen
ground terminal. (e.g VSS can be the chosen ground, or Q or eventually VDD ).

6.3.2 External Specifications

• Temp ( Temperature)
This variable is the junction temperature range in which the circuit will be used. It is
assumed that the junction temperature of the circuit is constant within the whole cir
cuit. The synthesis procedure of this circuit will take into account the extremes of this
tern perature range.

• Vdd ( Positive Power Supply)
This is the voltage which will be applied at terminal VDD referred to the chosen ground
terminal. Within the indicated range, all the specifications of the comparator will be met.

• Vss (Negative Power Supply)
This variable is the voltage range at terminal VSS referred to the chosen ground terminal.
The synthesis procedure of this circuit will take into account the extremes of this voltage
range.

• Clex ( External connected capacitance to Q)
This variable is the external capacitance that is connected to the terminal Q (the same
value is connected to QN).

• SLRST ( Slope Reset)
This variable is the slope of the reset signal.
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• IREF (Reference current)
This variable contains the reference current for the circuit.

• REL_THRES (Relative thresholds)
This variable contains the relative levels of the thresholds. If, for example, an nJatch is
used, the lower value is used in calculating the reset time and the upper value is used in
calculating the settling time. See also chapter 5 for the use of the thresholds.

I Speci~cations I Category

TE\1P ExternaJ specifl ~a\.ion
VDD External specification
VSS External specification
Clex External specification

SLRST External specification
IREF External specification

RELTHRES External specification

Table 11: External Constraints for the Block COMPARATOR

6.3.3 Internal or required Specifications

• Tset t ( Seali ug time )
This variable gives the time needed to settle to a state given an input voltage difference
defIned in Vtrpp. It is a maximal value.

• Trst ( Reset ti me )
This variable gives the time needed by the comparator to reset.

• Tsetup ( Setup time)
This time is defined as the time between an abrupt differential input voltage change from
-Vtrpp to Vtrprn and the release of the reset signal. The comparator has to be designed
ill such a way that after this setup time the comparator will take the right decision.

• Vtrpp ( Positive trip voltage)
This variable defines half the hysteresis in a non-clocked comparator. In case of a clocked
comparator it is the minimal differential input voltage applied to the input terminals that
will make the comparator settle in less then Tsett seconds.

• Vtrpm ( Negative trip voltage)
This variable defines half the hysteresis in a non-clocked comparator. It must be equal to
Vtrpp.
rn ca.se of a clocked comparator it is the maximal allowed differential input voltage, which
will not change the current state of the comparator.

• Voffset ( Offset voltage)
This variable gives the offset voltage at the input.
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• Enw ( Input referred broadband noise voltage density)
This variable gives the broadband noise voltage density referred to the input.

• Enf ( Input referred flicker noise voltage density-)
This variable gives the flicker noise voltage density referred to the input.

[Specifications I Category

Tsett Internal specification
Trst Internal specification

Tsetup Int~rnal specification_._--....-.
! Vtrpp Internal spedficatio)l

Vtrpm
.-----

Internal specification
Voffset Internal specification

Enw Internal specification
Enf Internal specification

VICMDC Internal specification
VICMAC Internal specification

CMRR Internal specification
1----

Psrdd Internal specification
Psrss Internal specification
Vref Internal specification
Vlow Internal specification
Vhigh Internal specification

Table 12: Required Specifications for the Block COMPARATOR

• VICMDC ( Input common mode DC point)
This variable gives the central point around which VICMAC will fluctuate. So the common
mode range is defined as (VICMDC - VICMAC, VICMDC + VICMAC).

• VICMAC ( Input common mode fluctuation range)
Used in combination with VICMDC to define the common mode range.

• CMRR ( Common mode rejection ratio)
This variable gives the common mode rejection ratio.

• Psrdd ( Power su pply rejection ratio caused by Vdd)
This variable gives the power supply rejection ratio depending on Vdd.

• Psrss ( Power supply rejection ratio caused by Vss)
This variable gives the power supply rejection ratio depending on Vss.

• Vref ( Voltage at Iref terminal )
This variable gives the voltage at the !ref terminal.

• Vlow ( Maximal "low" voltage of Q and QN relative to VSS)
When Q and QN have a "low" logical state their voltage may not be higher than Vlow.
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• Vlow ( Maximal "low" voltage of Q and QN relative to YSS)
When Q and QN have a "low" logical state their voltage may not be higher than Ylow,
which is seen relative to YSS.

• Vhigh ( Maximal "high" voltage of Q and QN relative to YDD)
When Q and QN have a "high" logical state their voltage may not be higher than Vhigh,
which is seen relative to VDD.

6.3.4 Calculated Specifications

• Psupply ( Power dissipation)
This variable gives the power dissipation of the comparator.

• Isupply ( Supply current)
This variable gives the supply current.

• Area ( Area)
This variable gives an indication for the area of the comparator.

• Cin ( Input capacitance)
Capacitance measured at the input terminals.

I Specifications I Category

Psnpply Output specification
AREA Output specification

Cin Output specification

Table 13: Calculated Specifications for the Block COMPARATOR
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6.4 Design knowledge

Here the design knowledge used so far in the comparator is given. There was not enough time
to come to an implementation of which it could be proven that it was optimal.

6.4.1 Amplification

In figure 36 one of the sides of the differential comparator is drawn, without the latch.

Vdd

V3

Vbias2

Vl

Vbiasl
Vss

Figure 36: Part of the comparator used to calculate the differential amplification

Of this part a small signal model is constructed in figure 37.
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17

ga2

Figure 37: Small signal model used to calculate the differential amplification

11 =9ml Vi

13 = -9m3VI

14 = 9m4 V2

h =9mS V2

Note that V, = 0..5 * (Vmp - \linm ).
The current /9 which is half of the differential current that will flow into the latch is

For IdijJ that is going into the latch we can write

/
9ms9ml(903 +9m3)(Vinp - Vinm)

dill =
(9m4 +904)(902 +901 +903 +9m3)

Now a list follows of rules that were implemented in the knowledge base.

(44)

• [very time something changes MIDAS will first look for a new DC point of the comparator.

• Formula (44) is used to calculate the differential current that flows into the latch. If it
is smaller than a predefined constant the amplification is made larger. First the current
mirrors mirq and mirqn are used to make a larger amplification. If the ratio between
the /3's of the diode and the current source in the current mirrors is larger than 5 the
differential pair must produce more gain.

• If the comparator has reached a new DC point the latch is called and it will size itself with
the given specifications in such a way that the minimal delay is produced.
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• The speed of the latch depends linear on the DC current and logarithmically on the
differential current. Therefore only the DC current will be changed.

• If tne delay of the latch is smaller than required the DC current is made smaller by making
the ratios in the biasing blocks smaller.

• If the delay of the latch is larger than required the DC current is made larger by giving first
the current mirrors mirq and mirqn a larger mirror ratio. If this ratio between current
source and diode is larger than 10 the mirror ratio in the block bscmp is made larger. If
this ratio is larger than 10 the ratios in the bias blocks are made larger.
The danger of making the mirror ratio between mirq and mirqn larger is that it may
happen that the influence of the extra capacitance created by enlarging the current source
is larger than the extra current created by the increase in the ratio.

• If the total input referred broadband noise voltage density is too large the transconductance
(gmd of the differential input pair is made larger.

• For the input referred flicker noise voltage density the contributions of the blocks are
compared and the largest one is tackled. For flicker noise this means that the lengths of
the transistors in that block are made larger.

• For the input offset voltage the contributions of the blocks are compared and the largest
one is tackled. For offset voltages this means that the lengths of the transistors are made
larger.

6.5 Results and conclusions

In table 14 the user specifications, MIDAS results and PSTAR results are presented of a com
parator that was genera.ted in MIDAS. MIDAS tried to generate a circuit with specifications
that match the demands of the user. The automatically generated circuit was simulated with
PSTAR.
Note that not all the specifications are covered in the table, because not all of the mentioned
specifications in section 6.3 were implemented. Some specifications are identical for the three
rows in the table. It can be seen that the reset time (Trst) is wrong. This is because MIDAS
does not design on the reset time in the current implementation of the comparator. It can also
be seen that the offset constraint was the limiting specification in this design. To find the offset
voltage of the comparator in PSTAR a Monte-Ca.rlo analysis has to be done.

• The thesis period was too short too come to a robust design for the comparator. A first
step for the sizing of the comparator however is made and it should not be to difficult too
make a good sizing algorithm for the total comparator.

• The sizing algorithm implemented so far needs adjustments. Some tests were done which
showed slow convergence. In some cases the increase of the ratio in mirq and mirqn is
not advisable. The extra parasitic capacitance is of more influence than the increase in
DC current.

• At the moment the settling time is first solved and than the algorithm will size on noise
a.nd offset. A mix of both would probably be better.
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Specification Required MIDAS PSTAR
TEMP 100.0 identic. identic.
VDD 2.7 identic. identic.
VSS 0.0 identic. identic.

CLEX 60E-15 identic. identic.
SLRST 1.0E+11 identic. identic.
!REF 22.5E-6 identic. identic.
TRST 1.0E-9 5.78E-9 6.0E-09

TSETT 20.0E-9 19.1E-9 18.3E-09
VTRPP 1.0E-3 identic. identic.
VOFF 6.0E-3 5.6E-3
ENW 100.0E-9 34.6E-9 36.1E-09
ENF 500.0E-9 233.8E-9 245.0E-09

VICMDC 1.35 identic. identic.
VICMAC 0.3 identic. identic.

VREF 0.9 0.87 0.87

'''LOW 0.3 0.21 0.21
~':)PFLY 209.4E-6 209.0E-06

AREA 4.45E-9

Table 14: Comparison between the user specifications, MIDAS and PSTAR

• The amplification of the differential input signal is not used in the algorithm because of
the the logarithmic function between the settling time and the differential current flowing
into the latch. This approach must be verified .

• The setup time and reset time of the comparator should be taken into consideration. The
setup time may be covered by using small signal models. The reset time can only be
made smaller by making the reset switches of the latch larger. This however will affect
the settling time.
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7 Conclusions

In this chapter some reflections on the MIDAS system are presented. Furthermore conclusions
are drawn from the -implementation of the method to tackle the transient problem and the
implementation of the knowledge for the inverter, latch, and comparator.

• The goal defined at the beginning of the thesis period is achieved. A method is developed
that makes it possible within MIDAS to handle transient behaviour. The method was im
plemented and used on an inverter, a latch and a comparator. The blocks are operational,
but need fine tuning.

• Using dedicated simulators as presented in this report means that every topology needs
its own simulator. The approach however is the same every time.

• In most cases the large signal swing of the voltages at the nodes will affect several blocks
at one hierarchical level.

A transient analysis may be done by solving the differential equation calling the
sllbblocks every time from a common parent. For example, the transient behaviour
of the latch also could be solved by calling, from the comparator toplevel, the block
latch and the block mirq alternately.

- Another possibility is to create a model of one subblock and passing the parameters
of this model to the other subblock ( if two blocks are involved). This was used within
the transient analysis of the comparator. The current mirrors mirq and mirqn were
modelled and their parameters were passed to the latch.

• The sizing algorithm for the inverter gives a good solution but it is not optimal in CPU
time. The approximation of the typical waveforms in digital circuits by a ramp needs
attention. Extra outputs like power supply, peak currents and the outputslope have to
be implemented by using a NAG routine which generates the output simultaneously solv
ing the differential equations. Such a routine was not available when the inverter was
implemented. The output slope is now approximated, but is certainly not correct.

• The inverter can be used in a block which creates buffers to drive large loads.

• The latch does not need much fine tuning. The sizing algorithm is simple but effective.

• The sizing of the comparator is expensive in CPU usage. The settling time for a large part
is determined by the DC currents that flow into the latch. Adjusting the DC currents in
the comparator means that MIDAS has to search for a new DC point every time the latch
demands it. Finding this new DC point is expensive and is hard to avoid.
At the moment, the algorithm to create a required settling time is mainly based on chang
ing the DC currents. The assumption of not spending area and power on differential
amplification has to be verified.

• Approaching the transient behaviou r of the total comparator by considering the behaviour
of a set of su bblocks showed to be correct. Tackling the design on transient behaviour
in this way makes it more simple to size the circuit than a situation where the total
comparator would be simulated.
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• By using device models in MIDAS that match the models used in PSTAR it is possi
ble to check if the implemented knowledge and the created behavioural models, of each
hierarchical level, are correct.

• Implementing knowledge into a knowledge base orientated system like MIDAS is very
educational. One is forced to create behavioural models for every level in the hierarchy.
By doing this, all details have to be taken into account. The results found with calculations
using the knowledge base have to match the results found with a simulator.

• The creation of low level blocks in the hierarchy is more time consuming, than the creation
of higher level blocks. Therefor to setup of a knowledge base will take a rather long time.
Once the low level blocks are available the knowledge engineer can quickly combine them
to several topologies.

• In the group where this work was done MIDAS is used for creation of "first time right"
designs. For the blocks implemented so far the creation of behavioural models with the
available device models was sufficient to come to a "first time right" design. In the future
it may be unavoidable to connect a simulator to MIDAS because the modelling of certain
blocks may become too difficult.

• There is a need for analog design automation systems. The general approach of circuits
can be found in text books, but the details and design "tricks" specific for every circuit,
have to be found by designing this circuit. The knowledge for such a circuit must be
collected by a knowledge engineer and must be implemented in the knowledge base. In
this way very important information which is normally lost is stored, and available for
later designs.

• Documenting the implemented knowledge is an important part of knowledge engineering.
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A Basic device functions

Here a subset of available basic device functions is presented. The functions are based on the
same models used in PSTAR.

• cdb ( W V Temperature Channel Case)
Junction capacitance between drain and bulk. V is voltage between drain and bulk.

• cgd ( W Temperature Channel Case Mode)
Overlap capacitance between gate and drain. (same as overlap gate and source)

• cgssat ( W L Vgs Vds Vsb Temperature Channel Case Mode)
Gate source capacitance without overlap.

• cox ( W L Temperature Channel Case Mode)
Oxide capacitance.

• gmb ( W L Vgs Vds Vsb Temperature Channel Case Mode)
gmids ( W LIds VdsVgs VdsC Vsb Temperature Channel Case Mode)
gmidsvgb ( W LIds VdsVgs VdsC Vgb Temperature Channel Case Mode)
gmnoi ( W L En Fl Fu Temperature Channel Case Mode)
gmnoiids ( L En Ids VdsVgs VdsC Vsb Fl Fu Temperature Channel Case Mode)
gminoiids ( L In Ids VdsVgs VdsC Vsb Fl Fu Temperature Channel Case Mode)
gmvgs ( W L Vgs Vds Vsb Temperature Channel Case Mode)
gmvgsvgb ( W L Vgs Vds Vgb Temperature Channel Case Mode)
Transcond uctance of the MOS transistor.

• go ( v\' L Vgs Vds Vsb Temperature Channel Case Mode)
Channel conductance.

• idsvgs ( W L Vgs Vds Vsb Temperature Channel Case Mode)
Drain source current.

• 19oids ( W Go Ids VdsVgs VdsC Vsb Temperature Channel Case Mode)
lidsvgs ( W Ids Vgs Vds Vsb Temperature Channel Case Mode)
Length of the MOS transistor.

• sf ( W L Channel Case Mode)
Fli cker-noise.

• snap ( Number)
snapdown ( Number)
snapup ( Number)
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functions to put the transistor geometries on grid.

ISW ( Gm Temperature Channel Case-Mode)
Thermal-noise.

• vgsids ( W LIds VdsVgs VdsC Vsb Temperature Channel Case Mode)
vgsidsvgb ( W LIds VdsVgs VdsC Vgb Temperature Channel Case Mode)
Gate source voltage.

I wgmids ( L Gm Ids VdsVgs VdsC Vsb Temperature Channel Case Mode)
wgmidsvgb ( L Gm Ids VdsVgs VdsC Vgb Temperature Channel Case Mode)
wgmvgs ( L Gm Vgs Vds Vsb Temperature Channel Case Mode)
wgmvgt ( L Gm Vgt VdsVgs VdsC Vsb Temperature Channel Case Mode)
wgovgs ( L Go Vgs Vds Vsb Temperature Channel Case Mode)
widsvgs ( LIds Vgs Vds Vsb Temperature Channel Case Mode)
widsvgt ( LIds Vgt VdsVgs VdsC Vsb Temperature Channel Case Mode)
Width of the transistor.

I diffextent ( )
Diffusion extent.

• minw ( )
Minimal allowed width.

I mini ( )
Minimal allowed length.

Remark: If (VdsVgs = 0) then Vdsc = Vds elseif (VdsVgs = 1) then Vdsc = Vdg.

The functions are defined for several temperatures, N-channel and P-channel transistors, for
slow, fast and nominal sets of parameters (Case). Mode is usually the enhanced mode for the
transistor. W is the width of the transistor, L is the length of the transistor.
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B CMOS Model

The model that is available within MIDAS is defined in figure 38.

------1 dra in

Cgd Cdb

Idsl

gate bulk

Cgs Csb

Cgb
source

Figure 38: MOS model used within MIDAS

The capacitances can be split up in overlap capacitances, which are independent of the electric
state of the transistor, and large-signal ch<>.rge-storage capacitances.

Cgs = C gsc + C gso

Cgd = Cgdc +Cgdo

Cgb = Cgbc +C gbo

Cdb = junction capacitance (no overlap capacitance)
Csb = junction capacitance (no overlap capacitance)

The values of the current source and the capacitances are determined using the basic device
functions. These functions depend on several parameters like the Width and the Length of the
transistor, gate voltage, source voltage etc.

Some of the parameters are not explicitly defined within MIDAS. The Cgb is not d.efined because
in analog design the cutoff region is hardly ever used. For transient analysis however it has to
be defined. In cutoff C gbc is approximately equal to the gate capacitance because there is no
inversion layer beneath the gate.. In saturation and the linear region the Cgbc can be neglected.
The overlap capacitance Cgbo also is not defined. It depends on the layout of the circuit and is
relatively small. It is neglected.

There is no direct function for Cgdc' It is assumed that Cgdc is zero in the cutoff and saturation
region and becomes half the gate capacitance in the linear region, which is equal to Cgsc in that
region. See also [51] pp.l03-111.
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C NAG routine for solving systems of first order differential
equations

The routine d02egf is a differential equation solver based on a BDF method (Backward Differ-
ence Formulae) BDF methods have proven to be applicable for the solving of systems of stiff
differential equations. The NAG routine is able to solve

dy
di==f(y,t) yeO) = initiaLvaLue

It is a variable order, variable stepsize method. The function is called in the following form.

d02egf(t, tend, DIM, y, Tolerance, maxstep, stopvar, stopval, cfuncJnverter, w, IW, IFAIL)

The used variables are defined as:

• t = the running time. It has to be given the starting time point and it will return the time
where the solution is reached.

• tend = the maximal allowed time. If the procedure exceeds this time it will report that
no solution can be found in the interval between t and tend.

• DIM = dimension of the system of differential equations. In case of an inverter one
dimensional.

• y = must have the starting value at the starting point t. When the solution is reached y
will return the end value. Note that y is a vector of size DIM.

• Tolerance == if maxstep is 0.0. Tolerance is taken to control the local error.

• maxstep = if maxstep is 0.0 it has no function. Else it is the maximal step the procedure
may make.

• stopvar == the variable that is tested to stop the procedure. If the stopvar y[n] passes
stopval the solution is reached. Here n is one value in the interval [1,DIMJ

• stopval == is the value that has to be reached by stopvar to find the solution.

• cfunc..inverter == a pointer to the function f(y,t). The passing of values is done by reference.

• w == an array used by the NAG routine.

• IW == contains the dimension of the array w.

• IFAIL == a variable that describes the state of the procedure. If successful it is O.

This is a short desciption of the NAG routine. For further details see the NAG Fortran Library
Manual, Mark 15.
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D Results of the dedicated simulator for the inverter

. . . delaybyM I DAS
(dev~atzonmpercents)=100.0 - 100.0 * delaybyPSTAR

The same way of representation of the results can be found in the figures 40,41 and 42 which
are the delays for a falling output in the fast case, a rising output in the slow case and a rising
output in the fast case respectively.

Along the X-axis width's from 2.5 until 42.5 for the NMOS transistor can be found. The Y-axis
gives
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